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Abstract. Microblog has provided a convenient and instant platform for infor-
mation publication and acquisition. Microblog’s short, noisy, real-time features 
make Chinese Microblog entity linking task a new challenge. In this paper, we 
investigate the linking approach and introduce the implementation of a Chinese 
Microblog Entity Linking (CMEL) System. In particular, we first build syn-
onym dictionary and process the special identifier. Then we generate candidate 
set combining Wikipedia and search engine retrieval results. Finally, we adopt 
improved VSM to get textual similarity for entity disambiguation. The accuracy 
of CMEL system is 84.35%, which ranks the second place in NLPCC 2014 
Evaluation Entity Linking Task. 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, microblog has provided a convenient and instant platform for infor-
mation publication and acquisition. Bridging microblog post with knowledge bases 
(KB) can facilitate kinds of tasks such as news detection, information aggregation and 
correlation recommendation. Chinese Entity Linking Task is aimed to link mentions 
in microblog-genre text with the corresponding entities in knowledge base, or return 
“NIL” if the entity is out of knowledge base. Unlike formal text such as news or pa-
pers, microblog post is short (no more than 140 characters), noisy (abbreviated form, 
typos, network-format words etc.) and real-time (new words occurs, words popularity 
changes), which make Chinese microblog entity linking task a new challenge. 

There are two main issues in entity linking task: mention ambiguity and mention 
variation. The mention ambiguity refers to polysemy phenomenon of nature language: 
one mention is potentially related to many different KB entries. The mention variation 
means that a named entity may be expressed in different ways including nickname, 
previous name, abbreviation or sometimes misspellings.  

In this paper, we adopt a cascade approach to identity links between mentions in 
microblog and entities in knowledge base. We first construct synonym dictionary to 
deal with mention variation problem. Then, we process special identifier to identify 
whether the username after “@” is celebrity or ordinary people. After that we gener-
ate candidate set combining Wikipedia and search engine retrieval results. Finally, we 
adopt improved VSM to get textual similarity for entity disambiguation. 
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Normalizing and Indexing Knowledge Base 

Before we index knowledge base, we have to normalize the knowledge base first. 
Since the tag name contains both Chinese and English, we use English-Chinese dic-
tionary to normalize all tag names as Chinese. We also normalize punctuations from 
underline to whitespace and generate a paragraph of description text from original 
xml format. For word segmentation and stop words filtering job, we adopt SmartChi-
neseAnalyzer carried in Apache Lucene 4.61. Table 1 shows original text in KB with 
its normalized text. 

Table 1. The original knowledge base vs. preprocessed knowledge base 

Original knowledge base  Preprocessed knowledge base 

<entity enity_id="WKB136" title="自由软件基金会"> [ID]WKB136 [NAME]自由软件基金会 

<leader_name>理查德·斯托曼</leader_name> 领导者 姓名 理 查 德 斯 托 曼  

<motto>free_software,_free_society</motto> 座右铭 free softwar free societi 

 
Then, we index entities with corresponding normalized description paragraph for 

KB retrieval later. 

Building Synonyms Dictionary 

Words in microblog are flexible: nickname, previous name and abbreviation often 
occurred and the statement style is informal containing large amount of network 
words. Building a synonyms dictionary is an effective way to deal with mention var-
iation issue. We extract those information whose tag name is “简称”, “本名”, “绰号” 
etc. from knowledge base first. For instance, we get “皖” as alias of “安徽省” and “
李珍基” as previous name of “温流”. Also, redirect pages in Wikipedia give us a 
good indicator for synonyms. For example, for query “老蒋”, Wikipedia redirect it to 
the article “蒋中正”. Another resource to build synonyms dictionary is from first 
paragraph of each article in Wikipedia. We adopt Miao’s methods [16] to extract all 
those information to build the synonyms dictionary. 

Processing Special Identifier 

Some mentions in microblog are, or part of, usernames after the special identifier 
“@”. For example, “@李巍LW1982”,  obviously, the mention “李巍” is just a 
common name, not referring to the football player “李巍”; while in “与中国时尚界
最具潜力和最受瞩目的新晋超模 @李丹妮 ”, the mention “李丹妮” refers to the 
famous model “李丹妮”, indeed. To deal with this kind of mentions, we extract the 
username’s amount of fans from Weibo platform. The username “李巍LW1982” only 
has 52 fans while the username “李丹妮” has more than 380 thousand fans. So we set 

                                                           
1 http://lucene.apache.org/ 
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50 thousand of fans as the threshold to identifying the celebrity’s name with ordinary 
user name. 

3.3 Candidate Generation by Voting Mechanism 

Since the knowledge base in this task is from Wikipedia, for each mention, we re-
trieve it in Wikipedia first. However, Wikipedia’s searching mechanism is naive 
without error correction or popularity knowledge: Its redirect page may be incorrect, 
and sometimes it cannot return any result for misspelling case. For instance, when 
search the mention “李小露”, Wikipedia cannot return any matched result, but actual-
ly it is the misspelling form of mention “李小璐” which is supposed to be linked with 
the famous actress in China. Therefore, we import retrieval result of the largest Chi-
nese search engine, Baidu, into our candidate generation module. Baidu provides 
error correction function and takes more factors such as popularity reference into 
account. For the case mentioned above, Baidu can correct the misspelling “李小露” 
as “李小璐” and return the desired retrieval result. 

In this module, we introduce voting mechanism to combine the retrieval results of 
Wikipedia and Baidu search engine. Through the voting process, each retrieval result 
will be given a vote score, constituting candidate set of a mention. 

Wikipedia Retrieval Result 

For a mention, the Wikipedia’s returned result will be divided into three types: 1) not 
existing, 2) only one existing result (may be redirected), 3) disambiguation page. For 
case 1, we mark Wikipedia retrieval result as NIL with score 0.9; for case 2, we give 
the result 1.0 score; for case 3, we extract all entities in the disambiguation page and 
give each of them score of 0.5. Thus, for each mention, M, if it is linked to candidate 
C, the vote score by Wikipedia is represented as follows, 

 VW  C |M      0.9, C NIL                                                             1.0, C the retrieval result                                0.5, C ∈ entities set in disambiguation page     (1) 

Baidu Search Engine Retrieval Results 

We submit mentions with assist query “维基百科” and “中文维基百科” to Baidu 
API. If top 1 retrieval result is linked to the website “zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/…”, we 
extract the entity name in the title of returned result, regard it as a candidate, C, with 
score 0.5; while if the top 1 is linked to other website, we regard the mention, M, as 
an outside KB query, and set score 0.4 to be “NIL”. Then, with Baidu search engine, 
we get 2 votes score expressed as: 

 VB  C |M  0.5, C entity name in top 1 result0.4, C NIL                                                             (2) 
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Final Vote Score 

Now that given a mention M, we have 1 vote of Wikipedia and 2 votes of Baidu search 
engine, for each candidate C ∈  SetW SetB , the final vote score will be: 

 Vf  C  |M  α VW  C  |M  β VB  C  |M  β VB  C  |M     (3) 
 

Testing on the training data set, we assign α 1.0, β 0.5 . 
To generate final candidate set, if a mention is unambiguous, we choose C  which 

has the maximum Vf  as final candidate, expand it with synonyms dictionary, and 
search in the knowledge base to get the matched entity. If a mention is ambiguous, we 
add all the entities in the disambiguation page to candidate set with corresponding 
vote score, Vf . 

3.4 Entity Disambiguation Based on Improved VSM 

As is mentioned above, after candidate generation module, we get candidate set of the 
ambiguous mention. Since candidate set contains both the potential named entity and 
its vote score generated during voting mechanism, we adopt vector space model to get 
textual similarity between microblog text and content of candidate in knowledge base. 
The context of mention M and candidate C  will be expressed as vector (  t , w   ,  t , w   , Λ ,  t , w  ,  ,  t , w   ). 

However, in preprocess module, word segmentation error is inevitable. To avoid 
error in word segmentation affecting the accuracy of similarity in VSM, we take the 
length of  t  into account and the weight, w  of each t  will be 

 w tfidf  t · length  t                                                    (4) 
 
We use cosine distance to measure the similarity. So, in improved VSM, similarity 

between M and C  is measured as: 
 , ·|| ||·|| || ∑ · M∑ · ∑                                 (5) 

Finally, the mapping function, F(M), from a mention to its referent entity is ex-
pressed as follow: 

 F M  C ,     if argmax  ,  Vf  C  |M  length C  NIL, else                                                                                                    (6) 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Experimental Setup 

In the experiment, we use the data set published by Natural Language Processing and 
Chinese Computing Conference (NLPCC) 2014 for Chinese Entity Linking evalua-
tion task. The reference knowledge base used in this task is built from the InfoBoxes 
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of the Chinese part of Wikipedia dumps in 2013, which contains 400,000 entities with 
all kinds of tags of properties. The training data set contains 169 microblog post with 
250 mentions, and the test data set contains 570 microblog post with 607 mentions. In 
addition, there exist 2 mentions in training set which are usernames after special iden-
tifier “@” and 32 in test data set, showed in Table 2. 

Table 2. The statistics of the annotated results 

Data set Microblog posts Mentions Special identifier “@” 
Training data set 169 250 2 
Test data set 570 607 32 

4.2 Experimental Results 

Table 3 shows the contribution that special identifier “@” makes.  By processing 
special identifier, the system’s overall accuracy is improved from 80.07% to 84.35%, 
which indicates this is an effective method to differentiate celebrity name from com-
mon user name. 

Table 3. The performance of processing special identifier “@” 

System Accuracy 
System without processing “@” 0.8007 
System with processing “@” 0.8435 

 
Table 4 reports the performance of our Chinese Microblog Entity Linking (CMEL) 

system compared with the number 1 system in EL evaluation task. For evaluation, we 
use the overall micro-averaged accuracy, and further compute the precision, recall, F-
1 measures over in-KB entities and NIL entities, respectively.  

Table 4. The EL evaluation results 

System Overall in-KB NIL 

Accuracy Precision Recall F1 Precision Recall F1 
#1 0.8682 0.8078 0.8598 0.8330 0.9202 0.8746 0.8969 
CMEL 0.8435 0.8103 0.7765 0.7930 0.8672 0.8950 0.8809 

 
The overall accuracy of our CMEL system is 84.35%, which ranks the second 

place in Entity Linking evaluation task. From table 4, we can see that, the precision of 
in-KB result and recall of NIL result are higher than #1’s, while the recall of in-KB 
result and precision of NIL are not that satisfying. It means our system is such strict in 
candidate generation process that linking some uncertain mention to NIL incorrectly. 
Generally speaking, combining Wikipedia and search engine can achieve promising 
result in real world dataset. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper we introduce how our Microblog Entity Linking system works to link 
mentions in microblog posts with named entity in knowledge base. We combine Wi-
kipedia and search engine retrieval results to generate candidate set and adopt  
improved VSM in entity disambiguation step. In addition, we process the special 
identifier “@” to differentiate celebrity name from common user name. Experiment 
result on real world microblog datasets shows this entity linking system is promising 
and effective. In future work, we will focus on colloquial and casual address of per-
sonal name according to its context. About entity disambiguation, finding the strategy 
to accurately and properly expand microblog-genre text with inter-dependency will be 
main part of our future work. 
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